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Hard to believe that
we’ve passed the 100th
day of school! That means that many of
you have already worked with Dudley,
Sybil, Isabel, and possibly yours truly.
Since work with Jordan is still to come,
this issue includes some ways to expand
or tweak his activities.
Remember — the purpose of this
newsletter is to network those great
things each of us has learned while using
the PETS™ program, so please ...
Send us your poor ...
Send us your hungry …
No! Just send your IDEAS!
Be sure to see p. 3 for details about
freebies from Pieces of Learning for your
contributions!
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Not only are maps of Crystal Pond Woods
(see Clarion issue #2) becoming more prolific,
but annexes to the Woods also seem to be
springing up, too.
Deborah Grmela from
Gatesville, TX, writes:

I, too, have made my room look like it is a
part of Crystal Pond Woods by disguising an
unattractive pole that was in the middle of my
room as a tree as well as adding “trees” in the
corners of my classroom. A friend’s husband
made a sign that hangs out of one tree
announcing, “Crystal Pond Woods.” Since the
area that I live in does not have any “woods,”
one of the first things that I have to do with my
kindergarteners and first graders is talk about
what “woods” are!
Below is a bulletin board from an IL
classroom.
Large pictures of the thinking
specialists on safari (school theme) are
accompanied by woodland leaves and thinking
skill posters from The Curriculum Project.
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Jordan
the judge

courtroom, high
Contributed
up in his tree. When they
arrived, they noticed the courtroom was empty.
“Wonderful!” shouted Rosalyn. “We go right in!”

Yolanda the Yarnspinner and Rosalyn Robin were
very excited one fine sunny day in Crystal Pond
Woods. Yolanda had saved up some extra money to
spend. She had 10 dollars to buy herself something.

Jordan the Judge noticed the friends as they
entered the courtroom. “Good morning, ladies,
what can I help you with today?”

“Rosalyn,” sighed Yolanda, “I have so many things
I want to buy that I can’t decide how to spend my
money! What do you think should do?”

“Well, Jordan.” began Yolanda. “I have 10 dollars
to spend, and I can’t decide how to spend it. Here is
a list of things I’d like to buy.” Yolanda handed
Jordan the list and he read it aloud.

“I think we need to go and visit Jordan the
Judge again,” suggested Rosalyn Robin. “Remember,
he’s always helping people with tough decisions so
they make the best choices.”
“I remember how he helped me before,” replied
Yolanda. “He said to base my decisions on the facts.
He told me to think about my considerations.”
“That’s right,” agreed Rosalyn. “Let’s go see him.”
The two friends hurried
over to Jordan’s
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(Put the laminated list up so students can follow along.)

“So, you would like a gray swim suit, a black
umbrella, a green backpack, some red luggage,
snorkeling gear, a brown straw hat, pink and purple
sunglasses, ice skates, white socks, a beach ball, a
strawberry ice cream cone, and flip-flops. Hmmmm,
so what are your considerations, Yolanda?”
“Well, as I mentioned,” replied Yolanda, “I only
have 10
dollars.”
“That helps,” said Jordan.
“Now we can

eliminate all
the items on your list
that cost more than ten dollars.”
(Discuss with students the items to be eliminated from the list because
they cost more than ten dollars. Cross them off the list as students
suggest. Be sure that students are only considering cost at this time.)

“OK, Yolanda,” said Jordan the Judge in his
superior voice. “Are there any other things that
must be considered?”
“Yes,” replied Yolanda, “I want to buy something
for my summer beach vacation.”
“Well, well, that seems clear enough,” reasoned
Jordan. “We must eliminate all the items on your list
that are not items that you can use on your summer
beach vacation.”
(Now discuss with students which items should be eliminated from the
list based solely on this new consideration. Cross those items off the
list.)

“Are there any further considerations?” Jordan
asked Yolanda.

by Bev Pryor

love colorful,
fun words, so I want to buy
something really colorful and fun!”
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(Now discuss with students the items that should be eliminated based
solely on the color criterion.)

“In that case, there are clearly two possibilities.
You can buy the pink and purple sunglasses OR the
beach ball. Would there be another consideration to
keep in mind?” inquired Jordan patiently.
Rosalyn Robin looked carefully at her friend,
Yolanda. Then, grinning from ear to ear, she cried,
“Of course there is! Yolanda is a spider and has
more than two eyes!”
Jordan banged his gavel and proudly announced,
“Then the decision seems very clear: Buy the beach
ball! Case closed.”

See p. 5 for Yolanda’s
List of Things to Buy to
make into an overhead
transparency.

“Yes,” answered Yolanda.
“You know how I
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I would like to elaborate on my
suggestion from Clarion #5 to rearrange the
following activities:

Evaluative Whole Class #1:
Use Brainstorming Considerations (the
Challenge page from whole class lesson #2)
as an overhead for brainstorming
considerations with the whole class. This will
lead more seamlessly into the Challenge
page, A Pet for You.

Evaluative Whole Class #2:
Use What Should We Buy (the overhead
activity in whole class lesson #1) as the
follow-up Challenge page after reading Ira
Sleeps Over in class. Now the two T-chart
activities are better aligned with each other.

completed as the Challenge page. First we all
brainstorm possible things to buy for the class.
Group consensus determines Idea #1; students
choose their own ideas for #2 and #3. After listing
the 3 ideas, we immediately transfer each one to
its appropriate box on either side 1 or 2. Next we
brainstorm and fill in the Yes and No
Considerations for Idea #1 together (although
students wanting to use their own considerations
are welcome, of course, to do so). Students then
finish side 2 independently.

Contributed by Jordan the Judge

Starting with Jordan and Max in this issue, The
Clarion will be featuring full-color versions of the
thinking specialists for you to use. Isabel and
Yolanda will follow in the Spring/Summer issue,
leaving Dudley and Sybil to appear in
s
e
the Fall issue. Enjoy!
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What Should We Buy has been tweaked

a bit (see pp. 6-7). I now model side one
with the whole class, leaving side two to be

YOU can be a part of all this fun simply by …


using PETSTM in your classroom and



sharing your ideas!!! Then, to recognize
your support of colleagues-in-need:

Winter 2007
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POL is offering a $20 gift
certificate for ideas used



or a free literature guide of your
choice (by N. Polette!) to anyone whose
ideas are used in

Deborah Grmela
Gatesville ISD
Gatesville, TX

Dodie Merritt

Genoa-Kingston Schools, IL
POL Consultant

Beverly Pryor

Send in YOUR questions and let’s see how other
PETSTM users have resolved your predicament!

Gift
Certificat
e
from
Pieces of
Learning



You can e-mail your PETSTM enhancements to
me at:
yarnspinnr@hotmail.com



or snail mail them to me at this address:

Bay City ISD
Bay City, TX

? ? ? ? ? Got Qs ? ? ? ? ?

$20



The Crystal Clarion
c/o Dodie Merritt
17618 State Route 72
Genoa, IL 60135
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Judge

© Dodie Merritt

What Should
Yolanda Buy?

gray swim suit
black umbrella
green backpack
red luggage
snorkeling gear
pink & purple sunglasses
ice skates
white socks
beach toys
strawberry ice cream cone
brown flip-flops

Name____________________________

Class ________

What Should We Buy ???
There’s a lot of money in our class
treasury from all our fundraisers.
It’s time to buy something very
special for our classroom —
what will it be?
Brainstorm 3 things we might buy
for our classroom:
Idea #1. ___________________________________
Idea #2. ___________________________________
Idea #3. ___________________________________
But do we really want any of these wonderful things?
Let’s look at some YES considerations and some NO considerations.
Put Idea #1 from the brainstorm list in this box:

1.
YES considerations

NO considerations

1. __________________ 1.__________________
__________________
__________________
2. __________________ 2.__________________
__________________
__________________
3. __________________ 3.__________________
__________________
__________________
© Pieces of Learning

Put Idea #2 from the brainstorm list in this box:

2.
YES considerations

NO considerations

1. __________________ 1.__________________
__________________
__________________

2. __________________ 2.__________________
__________________
__________________
3. __________________ 3.__________________
__________________
__________________
Put Idea #3 from the brainstorm list in this box:

3.
YES considerations

NO considerations

1. __________________ 1.__________________
__________________
__________________
2. __________________ 2.__________________
__________________ __________________
3. __________________ 3.__________________
__________________
__________________
What’s the best thing to spend our money on?
Put a big star next to it!!
© Pieces of Learning

Max
the
Magician

Contributors —
Brief Bytes —
Deborah Grmela
DGRMELA@gatesvilleisd.org

Spotlight —
Beverly Pryor
bevpp@sbcgobal.net

